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Abstract Nowadays, the prevailing use of networks based on traditional centralized

management systems reflects on a fast increase of the management costs. The

growth in the number of network equipments and services reinforces the need to

distribute the management responsibilities throughout the network devices. In this

approach, each device executes common network management functionalities,

being part of the overall network management platform. In this paper, we present a

Unified Distributed Network Management (UDNM) framework that provides a

unified (wired and wireless) management network solution, where further different

network services can take part of this infrastructure, e.g., flow monitoring, accurate

routing decisions, distributed policies dissemination, etc. This framework is divided

in two main components: (A) Situation awareness, which sets up initial information

through bootstrapping, discovery, fault-management process and exchange of
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management information; (B) Autonomic Decision System (ADS) that performs

distributed decisions in the network with incomplete information. We deploy the

UDNM framework in a testbed which involves two cities (�250 km between),

different standards (IEEE 802.3, IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.16e) and network

technologies, such as, wired virtual grid, wireless ad-hoc gateways, ad-hoc mobile

access devices. The UDNM framework integrates management functionalities into

the managed devices, proving to be a lightweight and easy-respond framework. The

performance analysis shows that the UDNM framework is feasible to unify devices

management functionalities and to take accurate decisions on top of a real network.

Keywords Autonomous management � Mesh networks � Cooperative decisions �
Distributed decisions � Network management � Decentralized management

1 Introduction

The multiple network technologies have grown on diversity mainly to support

communications for multi-tenancy and stringent network services and applications

(e.g. voice and video). A unified distributed network management is one that

integrates, for example, wired and wireless components that share common

distributed network management functionalities whenever possible. This unification

may be distributed and results in increasingly complex networks composed by: (1)

different technologies (wired or wireless); (2) nodes that can be fixed/static or

mobile; (3) nodes that can be exposed to different load requirements; (4) nodes that

may enter or leave the network; (5) multiple vendors, standards, technologies and

protocols, etc. Unified distributed network management approaches need more

automation and integration of the management functionalities, as well as efficient

decision tasks for supporting the myriad of different network technologies.

The current trend of distributed management demands the embedding of

management functionalities within the network nodes [1, 2]. However, this

embedding requires the network nodes to have sufficient information to take

management decisions in an efficient and cooperative way. This information needs

to be exchanged, which may increase the network overhead to unbearable limits.

Therefore, new management approaches—reducing the use of network resources to

a minimum—need to be developed in order to control the network nodes and

determine the interactions between them, enabling the optimization of the network

information exchange to take accurate decisions.

Transferring the management entities from the central system to the network

equipments can distribute the management throughout the network. However, the

workload distribution creates new requirements, such as network bootstrapping

configuration, situation awareness and decision quality. To address such issues, the

network equipments may implement autonomous self-properties [3, 4]. So, in

distributed autonomic capabilities, intelligence is pushed from the central manage-

ment system to the network equipments.

Nodes will be able to learn and cooperate with their neighbours, improving

decisions and thus, reducing the need for human intervention, allowing faster
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reaction times to network changes. This requires that all network elements have the

required information to take efficient management decisions. Since it is important to

reduce the management traffic in the network, it is assumed that the network

elements only have information about their neighbourhood a few hops. We then

have to empower the network with mechanisms that are able to take management

decisions, approaching the optimal ones, but resorting to incomplete network

information.

The evolution of multimedia entertainment worldwide has brought an accumu-

lating complexity in management tasks [5–10]. Through the diversity of smart

devices, interactive applications and services, management approaches need to have

the ability to optimize the devices communication without any extra costs. To

address those challenges, new lightweight approaches need to be developed in order

to organize the network devices and determine the interactions between them, to

enable optimized network information exchange and autonomic decisions. Driven

by the trend of distributed network management, efforts to unify the management

functionalities on top of multiple network technologies are supported by companies

such as Cisco [11], Microsoft [12] and HP [13]. The main problem of these

approaches, specially [11, 13] is that they use conventional mechanisms for routing

and exchange of management information, such as the case of OSPF and CDP

routing protocols. OSPF and CDP have a high overhead and convergence time to

discover/update their management information. This fact encouraged us to propose

a new lightweight protocol which optimizes the way in how management

information will be collected and exchanged, by ensuring that each device has

the possibility to distribute common network management functionalities with low

delay and network load.

The solutions are either proprietary, or based on variations of Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMP) protocol [14], maintaining an aggregate high cost as

well as impacting in the scalability of the network. Thus, developing distributed

solutions to unify the management functionalities on top of multiple network

technologies remains a relevant research challenge.

In this article we present a Unified Distributed Network Management (UDNM)

framework which is divided in two main components:

A. Situation awareness, which sets up initial information through bootstrapping,

discovery, fault-management process and exchange of management information

through the advantages of the use of eyesight perspective [2, 15]. The eyesight

perspective aims to narrow the directions through which neighbour devices

(acting as end-points or relays) are chosen to continue the dissemination of

management information. Topology management and link failure make part of

the situation awareness process, which is the process of being aware of what is

happening to entity surroundings, such as a new node arrival in the network,

link failure and network topology changing events. Therefore, in the work

published in [15], we assessed this eyesight perspective through the Neighbours

Eyesight Direction (NED) dissemination approach to disseminate management

information in simulated scenarios. This work proposes an architecture for

autonomic and distributed decisions, and integrates the dissemination
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framework with the decision framework in a unified one. Moreover, this is the

result of a joint work with an operator and its respective use case, to show in

practice how these distributed control and management environments perform

in real networks. Thus, in our use case network nodes are always exposed to

real changing load requirements and QoS requests. The discovery, dissemina-

tion and autonomic decision processes are integrated in a real prototype and

they are tested in a distributed approach, involving highly cooperation with the

neighboring nodes.

B. Autonomic Decision System (ADS) with Learning capabilities based on

Artificial Intelligence concepts, resorting to reinforcement learning mechanisms

and exploration to provide distributed network management decisions with

incomplete network information. The autonomic decision system receives the

topological management information from the situation awareness and man-

agement exchange modules, and acts to perform accurate decisions with

specific requirements.

The novelty of our approach is to consider a lightweight basis for data management

collection and dissemination through the situation awareness process as well as

further integrate this lightweight basis with an autonomic decision system in a real

prototype. This integration resulted in a lightweight framework for data manage-

ment dissemination and autonomic decisions.

We assess the UDNM framework on top of a multi-network technologies testbed

in two cities (approx. 250 km far from each other), supporting IEEE 802.3 and IEEE

802.11 standards and network technologies, such as, wired virtual grid, wireless ad-

hoc gateways, ad-hoc mobile access devices, where the network devices are

exposed to the most diverse conditions and events, such as device and link errors,

different traffic loads and network requirements. The performance results show that

the UDNM framework is feasible to unify devices management functionalities and

to take accurate decisions on top of a real network.

The remaining of this article is organized as follows. The related work is

described in the Sect. 2. Subsequently, Sect. 3 addresses the requirements to

perform unified distributed management and autonomic decisions, and it also shows

the proposed UDNM framework interactions and components dynamics. Section 4

describes the implementation of the UDNM framework. Section 5 demonstrates the

multi-network technologies testbed and the experimentation results. Finally, Sect. 6

concludes the article.

2 Related Work

The Internet has doubled in size in the last decade. This tremendous growth has

brought an accumulating complexity in management tasks [6, 16].

Autonomic networking provides the capability to enable autonomic network

management by empowering the network components to automatically adjust to the

changing network environment. The autonomic network concepts aim to bring

autonomic computing principles to communication networks, mainly on
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management policies which can be disseminated through centralized [17] or

decentralized [18] approaches, depending on how complex the managed scenarios

are [19].

In Nobre and Granville [18] and Nobre et al. [19] the authors propose a

distributed, scalable and robust mechanism to maintain the consistency of policy

states through decentralized autonomic network management mechanism based on

peer-to-peer interactions. To keep the integrity of knowledge bases, the authors

propose to use multi-agents. This approach delivers good results in the performance

evaluation, but it is still necessary to evaluate more complex scenarios considering

both wired and wireless technologies. UDNM uses NED function to keep the

integrity of knowledge bases. The NED shows to be lightweight and responsiveness

in multi-technology scenarios, including mobile wireless nodes.

In [17], the authors proposed CSAMP which uses a centralized control point,

taking control on both routing state and the traffic matrix of the network. The central

coordinator is in charge of periodically computing the subset of flows. CSAMP

needs a detailed information about the network to calculate the traffic matrix, which

is a clearly disadvantage in large-scale scenarios. UDNM monitors the topology and

link state information of the network in a fully distributed way. The topology

information is generated according to the nodes partial view, in number of hops

dealing with this large scale requirement.

The authors in [20] propose a PBM-based mechanism to facilitate scalable

management, combining design and theory with testbed implementation and

simulation studies. The availability of policies has been increased with the design

and implementation of the Distributed Policy Repository (DPR). However, multihop

support decisions is the main problem of this approach. UDNM implements a

multihop decision mechanism, where the nodes have the possibility to require

partial information of the network, without compromising the autonomic network

decisions.

In Andrea et al. [21] the authors present a decentralized and scalable coordination

system aimed at solving the monitoring of flows problem, DECON. However,

DECON architecture is assessed by simulation, and the authors considered only

Chord Ring topology for their assessments. UDNM is implemented as a real

prototype and it is assessed both in wired and wireless scenarios, considering as well

mesh and ad-hoc topologies in its performance assessments.

The work proposed in [22] explores how to repair a failed storage node, so as to

minimize the system repair cost. Despite the good results in terms of minimizing

repair cost, the authors assessed their solution only in simulated environments.

UDMN implements a topology repair mechanism through the NED function

according to real failures injected on purpose in the network.

Network management has become extremely challenging with the relentless

growth in network size, traffic volume, and service diversity. With the emerging of

new online services and increased demand by the clients, communication networks

need to be agile and intelligent enough to cope with the future network challenges.

Even with the newest developments and concepts in network management, such as

Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)

which have a deeply embedded centralized management concept, they will need to
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provide the necessary agility and performance to answer the future network

challenges.

The SDN concepts aim to provide a cost reduction of the network operation. By

removing core functionalities from the network equipments, the cost of manufac-

turing is reduced. But, by removing such core functionalities, the reaction time of

the network towards nondeterministic events, such as link loss, is increased above

the 50 ms which is beyond the commonly accepted. The delay increases because it

is necessary to detect the failure, send the event to the central controller, wait for a

decision and reconfigure the network to implement a solution [23]. UDNM

implements a fully distributed autonomic decision system, which remains below 50

ms response time without resorting to centralized controllers. Nevertheless, UDNM

concepts can be implemented on the SDN architecture.

The work proposed in [24, 25] describes an implementation guide for an

emerging standard for autonomic management and control of networks and services,

namely the ETSI AFI GANA Reference Model for Autonomic Networking,

Cognitive Networking and Self-Management. Network control in emerging SDN

frameworks is based on a ‘‘centralized control paradigm’’ that leaves the

fundamental end-to-end transport network elements with too little intelligence to

self-manage, so as to address problems that rather require the network elements to

collaborate in a distributed fashion via distributed control algorithms (e.g.

optimization algorithms). For example, experiments with OpenFlow based

controllers have shown that, relying only on centralized control while removing

intelligence from the fundamental network elements makes the network less robust

when connection to the controllers is lost. UDNM will be able to integrate its

concepts in SDN and improve its scalability.

On the other hand, the propagation of information is fundamental to most of the

network processes, such as routing, monitoring and management. Besides the wide

set of approaches in the literature for dissemination of management information,

most of them are based on variants of flooding-based [26]; probability-based [27] to

reduce the amount of dissemination messages; MCDS-Based [28] to define a

sequence of stable connected dominating sets; location-based [29] to disseminate

only to specific locations; epidemic-based [30] to opportunistically disseminate

through the overall network; and cluster-based [31] to limit the dissemination inside

network clusters. In this paper we will focus on approaches that consider partial

view information of the network, thus reducing substantially the amount of

available approaches [32].

In [33] the authors propose HyParView: a membership protocol for reliable

gossip-based broadcast. HyParView uses gossip-based interaction to collect and

maintain partial view of the nodes, ensuring high levels of reliability even in the

presence of high rates of node failure. However, each node maintains two distinct

views, thus a larger number of passive views will be generated when a failure is

detected. UDNM in comparison to HyParView maintains a local nodes partial view

which is periodically updated, maintaining the management information (even

larger than one hop) updated on both wired and fixed/mobile wireless scenarios.

The work proposed in [34] investigates issues related to network topology

inference with partial information. The authors proposed the iTop, an algorithm for
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inferring the network topology when only partial information is available. iTop

outperforms previous approaches and its inferred topologies are within 5% of the

original networks. UDNM framework in comparison to iTop is a prototype

implemented and assessed in both wired and wireless scenarios. Therefore, the

partial information gathered by the NED function provides necessary information to

the autonomic decision system, improving so far its decisions accuracy.

Therefore, some routing protocols integrate also discovery functionalities in

order to create a topology list, such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [35]

variants: over Multipath [36] and MPR Extension [37], Cisco Discovery Protocol

(CDP) [38], Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [39] and Hierarchical

OLSR [40], and BATMAN [41], which consume large overhead to keep the

network topology updated [2], or were not designed to operate on heterogeneous

scenarios. We have identified the following management issues on using traditional

routing protocols for hybrid network:

1 High overhead and convergence time to maintain/update routing information

tables;

2. The routing information collected is restricted to manufactured products and

thus, it is a proprietary solution which lacks the flexibility to implement new

routing functionalities;

3. Within the routing process it is important to determine the best neighbors

association, especially in wireless environments, where the management

information may be used to perform accurate routing decisions.

As an overview, (1) most of dissemination approaches use non-controlled flooding

to perform discovery and dissemination of management information, which is less

efficient with increasing number of network nodes; (2) most of the presented works

oversight the importance of bootstrapping as the initial warm-up of the network or

specific new entity; (3) unified approaches use heavy-weight basis for exchanging

management information; (3) the related frameworks presented limitations on

performing a complete distributed network management with autonomic decision

support in heterogeneous networks; (4) there is lack of autonomic decision

approaches that take multihop decision with partial management information in

wired and wireless scenarios. These drawbacks motivate this work direction

proposed and evaluated in this article.

3 Unified Distributed Management: Requirements and Deployed
Framework

Figure 1 depicts a comparison between network management approaches. In the

traditional network management, the administrator of the network has the central

control of management decision, interacting with the network management through

a single command interface. In self-management approaches, the control and

decisions are subject to the control-loop in an automatic way. So, most of the self-

management approaches use centralized servers to control, act and disseminate the
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policies and rules. The external server approaches turned out to be inadequate in

terms of scalability.

As opposed to the traditional management and external self-management

dedicated control, in distributed management, the goal is to achieve scalable

management for dynamic network environments. By doing so, a trade-off between

scalability and low complexity shows to be the main challenge of the current

distributed management approaches. The guiding principles for achieving this goal

are the decentralization and self-organization. In order to achieve these goals, a

number of functional requirements have been proposed [42], and we identified the

most important in a distributed management communication infrastructure:

• Situation awareness: Suitable mechanisms for real-time monitoring of network-

wide metrics, group size estimation, bootstrapping, nodes and topology

discovery, data search and anomaly detection. In this paper, we define situation

awareness as the process of being aware of what is happening to entity

surroundings, such as a new node arrival in the network, link failure, network

topology changing events, etc.

• Scalability: Support scalability in terms of network size, e.g. the number of

network components to be managed. It must provide mechanisms to aggregate

the network in domains or in federated multi-domains.

• Functional Comprehensiveness: Provide functional richness to support a variety

of essential management tasks.

• Extensibility: Assure that capabilities of nodes can be extended with new

functionalities.

• Small Footprint: With respect to storage space, bandwidth consumption,

network consumption, and other devices and network resources.

The role of a unified distributed network management is to integrate functionalities

i.e., bootstrapping, discovery, exchange of management information and autonomic

path decisions into the managed devices in a distributed network for wired and

wireless scenarios.

A common challenge for both wired and wireless environments is to maintain the

distributed management information always updated until reaching the last-hop

Fig. 1 Traditional, centralized self-management and fully distributed management
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devices without compromising the network performance. Regarding to the

autonomic decisions, the challenge is to maintain the consistency on the decisions

only taking into account incomplete information about the network (information

only at few hops). Network nodes are always susceptible to changes in load

requirements and requests for QoS: a node or link can fail due to hardware

problems, power loss, damaged cables, frequency interference, misconfiguration or

a malicious attack, etc. The network is expected to be collectively aware of the

changes in traffic load and entity failures (node, link or both).

Distributed management approaches are characterized by eliminating the

centralized coordination device, being crucial to assess how the devices dynam-

ically behave under a diversity of unexpected events and network faults on both

wired and wireless networks.

In the proposed distributed management approach each device interacts with its

peers, taking decisions based on the gathered knowledge from the other devices,

while performing a network of collaboration and cooperation. The management

functionalities are placed inside the network, and not in dedicated central servers.

Each network management process interacts with the neighbourhood through an

overlay association. This communication can be done through peer-to-peer

interaction and relying on different propagation schemes to enforce management

processes that will allow a level of real-time awareness notification and

management reconfiguration. This approach requires continuous interactivity

between entities in order to exchange information about each entity (and therefore

the network). This information will allow the network to make autonomic decisions,

through collaboration between the network nodes, reacting to network changes

(such as link failures, load variations, etc), and continuously optimizing the network

resources.

The UDNM framework is organized in two main components, according to the

Fig. 2: (A) Situation awareness, which sets up initial information through

bootstrapping, discovery, fault-management process and exchange of management

information; (B) Autonomic Decision System (ADS) that performs distributed

decisions of paths in the network with incomplete information. The A and B

components provide a basis for devices communication and network management

decisions: each device needs to have those components to start the management

process by itself. We consider management information as all type of data, gathered

from devices that compose the network, such as: identifiers, network topology,

devices resources status, bandwidth available, delays, network density, network

addresses and domains. In terms of network decisions, it is essential to disseminate

the local decisions in order to provide global cooperative decisions between the

equipments. It is also expected to define which devices need to receive the

management information in order to provide the required action, as well as how to

identify them while optimizing the dissemination of autonomic decision process.

The role of the UDNM framework is to unify the distributed management

process, making no distinction on equipments involved in the network; both wired

and wireless devices may contain an instance of the UDNM framework which

collaborate and cooperate seamlessly with each other. At the level of the

communication between the nodes (Fig. 2), the direct interaction is formed between
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those residing in the corresponding coverage area, without centralized network

elements. In fact, the nodes mobility translates into a more dynamic scenario,

implying higher complexity at the embedded node level due to constant changes in

the environment. The situation awareness mechanisms are embedded in each

network device and each process interacts with the neighbourhood through peer-to-

peer interaction, relying on different dissemination schemes to enforce management

processes, and allow real-time notification and reconfiguration in response to node

addition or failure. Considering the management exchange information, due to the

dynamic nature of the nodes, to maintain the complete information of the network is

always a complex task, and often impractical depending on the environment or the

scenario. This requires considerable effort from all devices to maintain and to share

the management information. Therefore, keeping partial network information brings

benefits to the communication process, enabling mechanisms to control it without

Fig. 2 Overview of the unified distributed network management framework (UDNM)
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adding extra costs. To achieve correct decisions with incomplete information, the

ADS uses artificial intelligence techniques to learn the network status with only a

limited set of information in the neighborhood.

3.1 Situation Awareness and Exchange of Management Information
(Component A)

From a single node viewpoint, the bootstrap sets up the initial information, e.g.

devices identifiers, initial management policies strategies, assignment of unique

identifier, MAC address, BSSID, hardware capabilities and timers. The output

information generated from UDNM local repository of each device can be used as

the input for many applications, e.g., management/monitoring tools, autonomic path

decisions, routing, flow and policies management.

After the bootstrapping stage, the node is ready to start cooperating in the

discovery process in order to identify the surrounding neighbours. We consider

surrounding devices the ones that can communicate with each other in the

transmission range, or directly connected by a cable or physical link. The discovery

protocol builds and periodically updates the information about neighbours. This

process is based on continuous search for new devices, or on the update of the

information of known devices. The signalling process considers direct and indirect

contact, which contains information about directly connected devices and also

through other devices in a specified range or depth.

3.1.1 NED Function for Discovery

For the discovery process, we propose the Hide and Seek (H&S) mechanism [1, 2].

In order to create and gather information of surrounding neighbours, the devices

send HELLO contact messages to its neighbourhood using a pre-defined depth. The

role of depth is to ensure the possibility to define the degree of knowledge (number

of hops) of the network.

All gathered information is recorded in a local repository denominated by partial

view of the device. The devices at first contact exchange HELLO messages using

depth equal 1, for example, to avoid long cycle messages. Notice that we consider

that each device does not need to know the entire network. Therefore, the managed

devices must have cooperative communication among the other devices beyond the

limit of directly connected devices, in order to exchange the management

information. This cooperation is provided by a Neighbours Eyesight Direction

(NED) function. The NED function, firstly presented in [2], is a dissemination

function that aims to narrow the directions through which neighbour devices (acting

as end-points or relays) are chosen to continue the dissemination of management

information. The partial information is controlled by the NED function which

defines the degree of knowledge (number of hops) of the network is required, e.g., to

make more accurate decisions. This process depends on relay devices to forward

dissemination messages until the depth limit is reached. The depth is the number of

hops to disseminate the information, which ensures the possibility to define how

long a device wants to disseminate the management information in the network.
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The NED decision criteria used to choose the next hop neighbour to continue the

dissemination process is based on the calculated ranking from the gathered

information from neighbour devices. Details about the NED rank calculus and

equations are presented in [2].

The NED decision is based on the parameters, such as link bandwidth available,

network and device’s resources available (RTT, CPU and Memory), and by the

neighbours devices density. The link bandwidth available parameter encourages the

NED to find better link conditions to disseminate the information, e.g., link

congestion or lower link available bandwidth are not suitable to flow the

dissemination process.

In case of local and network resources, the NED encourages the choice of

neighbouring devices that have appropriate resources and network conditions to

relay the management information, e.g., if a device has low RTT, free CPU or

memory, it is a good candidate for relaying information device. Otherwise, they are

dropped from the best neighbours’ decision list.

At last, the network devices density parameter encourages the NED to choose

neighbours that have more density of nodes, e.g., if a neighbour has fewer nodes in

its surrounding area, it is not probably a good choice to disseminate the management

information to a large number of nodes.

In order to demonstrate the operating principles of the NED, in Fig. 3, N1 is

considered a dissemination device, where it is started the dissemination process to

the neighbour devices n2; n3. . .n11. All devices directly connected to N1 send and

receive HELLO and DeviceInfo messages containing management information

about the neighbours (more details about HELLO and DeviceInfo packet structure

can be seen in the Sects. 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). We consider management information as

all type of data gathered from devices that compose the network, such as: identifiers,

network topology, devices’ resources status, bandwidth available, delays, network

density, network addresses and domains. So, the best direction chosen to continue

the dissemination is the device N11, and information about N1 and its neighbours is

Fig. 3 NED decision and management information exchange
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disseminated to n11. Note that, the density of the n11 and n7 are the same, but n11

probably has better bandwidth available and local/network resources than n7, thus,

the NED opted to choose n11 as the relay node due to the max NED rank value

calculated (e.g. 78).

The device n11 repeats the process and chooses a new direction (e.g n10)

according to the maximum NED rank value calculated (e.g. 60). After this process,

the device n11 also disseminates the management information to the next hop

chosen, and finally all information from N1 is disseminated through the neighbour

devices. All information collected from n10 to n11 is back tracked to all devices that

belong to the NED paths (e.g. n11) up to the device that originated the request (e.g.

N1).

The NED function process ends when: (1) the depth limit previously defined is

achieved; or (2) all possible paths between the devices are explored by the NED.

Note that it is possible to configure different depth requests for each dissemination

device. The NED can also reuse the depth from a device, without making any

further demands [2].

3.1.2 Failures and Fault-Management

The management information is received from the node within reach and can also

be updated according to topology changes. To monitor and detect failures, a fault

management functionality is introduced, maintaining the consistency of manage-

ment information. The fault management functionality has support for both wired

and fixed/mobile wireless network scenarios. For fixed wired/wireless scenarios,

even if the network is stable, the fault management process will detect any event

related to the link or node failure, a specific change of traffic and users services. For

mobile scenarios, the fault management process will also detect events, even if the

nodes move away from the cover area of other nodes. The fault handling is divided

into critical and warning levels. The critical failures that affect devices and links

shall be handled reactively. Warning level is just for feedback about the devices

status (e.g. CPU and memory available).

Fig. 4 Example of fault-management functionality for nodes (a) and links (b) failure
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Figure 4 presents an example of the dynamics of the management approach when

node (a) and link (b) failure is detected. For example, the device N1 (Fig. 4a) fails

losing all the connectivity between the neighbours N2 and N4, whereas if just one

link fails (Fig. 4b), N1 is still operational and can advise other devices (N2, N4)

about its link failure to the device N8.

In Fig. 4a, the device N1 fails, and devices N4 and N2 detect that N1 stops to

advertise its presence for a while. Both N1 and N4 check their local repository

information gathered from the discovery process, if there is information larger that

1-hop. In case of N4, it has only information about the N1, which removes it from

its local repository. On the other hand, the device N2 has information gathered from

other devices in the network, (e.g., N1 at 1-hop up to N9 at 5-hops). Then, the

device N2 sends recover/update messages up to the last hop device (e.g. N9 at

5-hops). The path followed by the recover/update messages takes into account the

chosen path already made by the discovery through NED function, avoiding extra

messages propagation in the process. In fact, only the device N2 has next hop

devices to relay the recover/update message. Each node that relays the recover/

update messages (e.g. N5, N6, N7, N8) updates their local repositories (about N1

failed) until reaching the last hop device (e.g. N9). Otherwise, if the N1 recovers

from failure, N2 advises the same way the existence of the N1 in the network. The

failure can occur at any time and at any node, so the neighbours directly connected

to the node take all appropriate actions whenever possible. Moreover, if a failure

happens on the path already chosen by the NED function, the node that detected the

fault (e.g. N6 and N7) has the possibility to call the discovery process again with the

goal to find more alternative ways in which management information can be

exchanged and recovered in case of failures.

In case of link failures, Fig. 4b, if the node has more than 1 logic link between the

neighbours, e.g. N1 is directly connected to N2, N4 and N8, then N1 and N8 detect

their direct link fails, thus, both N1 and N8 propagate recover/update messages to

remaining links connected until reaching the last hop devices, similarly to Fig. 4a.

Devices N3 and N9 are moving out of the coverage area of the devices N2 and N8;

thus, N2 and N8 detect also a link failure according to the HELLO time-out limit

configured at bootstrapping device stage (e.g. limit detection time of 5% more than

the HELLO time interval). Thus, devices are warned without compromising the

control performance of the network in comparison to the uncontrolled flooding

techniques. Each recover/update message received by the devices updates the local

repositories to the new information received, and makes the necessary updates

automatically according to the acquired knowledge of the network. This ensures that

the management information is always updated whenever any critical failure in the

network occurs. In addition, the information required for the management decisions

is based on parameters, such as link bandwidth available, network and device’s

resources available (RTT, CPU and Memory) and by the neighbours devices

density. The link bandwidth available parameter induces the decision to find better

link conditions to disseminate the information, e.g., congested links or lower link

available bandwidth are not suitable to flow the dissemination process.
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3.2 Autonomic Decision System (Component B)

The objective of the autonomic decision system is to perform network control and

management decisions in a distributed approach, without resorting to the overall

network information, as performed by centralized decision systems. We will

consider the specific case of a path establishment with bandwidth requirements to

describe and analyse the proposed approach.

Network Management is resource-usage oriented, where nodes are aware of the

required resource consumption to achieve their objectives. In order to systematically

generate better and improved decisions, nodes share, within their neighbourhood

range, the state of their own resources. The decision mechanism uses the link state

information (availability and link available bandwidth) for the decision. Also, to

improve future decisions, the quality of the decision itself is evaluated, where the

length of the path is taken into account and compared with the length of the previous

decisions. To provide the decision mechanism with a minimum set of accurate

information, the neighbourhood topology is maintained up-to-date, by synchroniz-

ing the neighbourhood information status. Such synchronization is only performed

with the peers within the local neighbourhood. The information set being

synchronized is composed by the network links status with the respective node

identifications.

In theory, it is possible to infer the status of the network links. By using artificial

concepts such as Neural Networks and Deep Learning, and by continuously training

these networks, it is possible to create a system, capable of generating predictions

with a low prediction error. However, in practice, such systems are known to be

resource-hungry, consuming processing time and requiring large amounts of historic

data to be transferred between peers, and used to train the neural system [43, 44].

Such resources are usually unavailable in wireless network devices, due to the

power consumption or to the costs of implementation.

Our approach will explore the established communication paths between network

agents by exploring network paths and continuously learning which path is the best

to a destination. The system is itself autonomous and decentralized, establishing

paths for bandwidth reservation, effectively creating communication paths between

pairs of agents and improve those same decisions, taking into account link

bandwidth usage and the path size obtained by the system decisions. The bandwidth

estimation is provided by the NED input value from Equation presented in [2]; the

ADS has the capability to adapt and improve its decisions, based on the bandwidth

consumption from the network links used to establish communication paths.

The autonomic decision system uses a limited subset of knowledge about the

network state, which is seen as the local neighbourhood of the node (Fig. 5), the

partial view. The local neighbourhood defines three types of node views: Local

Node, the node itself that manages his neighbourhood; Neighbourhood Nodes, the

nodes within the neighbourhood boundary but not at the boundary itself Gateway

Nodes, the nodes at the neighbourhood boundary. By cooperating with the network

nodes inside the local neighbourhood, a node is able to discover which ones are the

gateway nodes (nodes at the boundary of the neighbourhood). Nodes will contact

the others in order to connect with the nodes outside the known neighbourhood.
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The limitation of the knowledge set creates the partial view ot the node. Each

node within the network will have its own view, provided by the component

(A) situation awareness through the partial view table of the node, in which the size

will depend on the depth limit value. The size of the knowledge set may differ from

node to node and the network complexity.

Since the autonomic agent in the node has only a partial view of the network

state, any service belonging to a node that is required but not present within

neighbourhood boundaries will need to be searched across the known border. Since

the node can have several gateways, it needs to choose the best one. There will be an

active competition for network resources, and therefore, the nodes maintain an

experience value for each path that they explore.

In the context of this article, the exploration mechanism finds and explores

several possible paths (if alternatives are available), and for each explored path or

failure to find one, a reward is calculated, according to the mechanism of

reinforcement learning, which will reinforce the existent experience along the path.

The learning algorithm is structured in two phases, Exploration and Learning.

In the exploration phase, the agent will first determine which links within its

known neighbourhood are capable of supporting the path with the requested

bandwidth. Taking this factor into account, the local agent in the node will now

determine if the destination node is within contact reach or not. By discarding

known neighbourhood links that cannot support the path reservation, the node

creates a temporary vision of its own neighbourhood, which might temporarily

exclude the destination node, forcing the exploration algorithm to search for path

alternatives through the gateway nodes. This exclusion is needed, because the links

that would be normally used to establish a Dijkstra [45] shortest path to the

destination node may not have enough bandwidth to support the path requirements.

The learning system is based on reinforcement learning concepts, more

specifically, the SARSA algorithm [46] in Eq. 1. After the exploration phase, the

learning system will use the obtained results from each path. If the exploration

Fig. 5 Communication
scheme (1 Hop)
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phase has failed in returning a path through the selected gateway node, the

experience will be updated with a reward equal to zero; otherwise, it will be updated

with a calculated reward.

In the beginning of the network node life (when it boots up), all experience

values start at 0, where the objective is to improve future decisions to get the best

experience value. During the backtracking of the experience value, each gateway

learns and calculates the reward and a new experience value (QðGtÞ), updating the

forward gateway node experience value. This new experience value is then rolled-

back to the previous gateway node in the path, and the reward is again calculated for

that gateway node along with a new experience value. This process ends when it

reaches the origin agent.

The QðGtÞ represents the current gateway agent experience value, and the

QðGtþ1Þ is the experience value returned from the chosen gateway agent. P is the

locally discovered path, which can be the path from the origin node to the gateway

node, from the gateway node to the gateway node, or from the gateway node to the

destination node, depending on the node that is calculating the reward. jPj is the

length of the local path from the local node to the gateway node. If a possible path

solution is not discovered, then reward ¼ 0. If the destination node is in the

neighbourhood of the gateway node and a local path is found, then QðGtþ1Þ ¼ 0.

In the reinforcement learning equation, it is necessary to choose the values for the

learning rate (a) and discount factor (c). Since the system needs to quickly learn new

valid paths, the learning rate needs to take a value which would prefer the most

recent actions results. It is also required that the system gives more importance to

the shortest paths, rather than long paths. Since the discount factor represents how

much of the experience returning from the gateway nodes is actually used to

calculate the experience of the chosen action, it is necessary to maintain it with a

low value.

The reward (Eq. 2) is composed by the Explored Path Distance (Epd), which is

the length of the path from the origin node to the destination node, and the Known

Shortest Path Distance (Kspd), which is the minimum known distance to the destiny

node by the node determining the reward. The Remaining Bandwidth (Re) value

represents the available bandwidth in percentage (multiplied by 100) at the used

edge (e) to establish a path.

QðGtÞ ¼QðGtÞ þ aðreward þ cQðGtþ1Þ � QðGtÞÞ ð1Þ

reward ¼

100:0

jPj �
Xe2P

e
Re

Epd � Kspd

ð2Þ

These explored paths are used by local agents in the nodes to communicate with

unknown network nodes outside the range of their respective neighbourhood

topologies, using the appropriate neighbour gateway. Figure 6 shows how the

autonomic decision system interconnects with the component (A) by receiving its

pre-processed network events. This way, the decision system is kept updated

regarding the local network state, allowing it to respond to critical network events
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such as the loss of links or nodes. The decision system also interconnects with a

network management module, which is responsible to encapsulate the packets with

the path ID information, so that it follows the specific path, selected by the rein-

forcement learning algorithm. Also, the network manager allows the communica-

tion with neighbour nodes.

A closer look of the implemented modules and interactions will be described in

the next section.

4 Implemented Modules and Interactions

This section describes the modular design and implementation of the UDNM

framework.

4.1 Situation Awareness and Exchange of Management Information

The situation awareness and exchange of management information (component

(A) from UDNM framework) process consists of modules with distinct functions as

can be observed in Fig. 6. Note also in the figure the integration between

Fig. 6 Decision and processed events
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components (A) and (B) from UDNM framework. Component (B) will be better

explained in the Sect. 4.2.

Two main blocks are proposed: events handler which addresses the main events

occurring in the system, and repository structures where they are stored in the node

( Fig. 7).

4.1.1 Functions

LinkDiscover is the main function of the situation awareness process which contains

all data structures responsible to trigger the discovery and exchange of management

information functionalities. Its execution is launched in each existing device

interfaces, including both wired (eth0) or wireless (wlan0). In case of depth larger

than 1 hop, the LinkDiscover module is responsible to forward the Hello packets

through the interface which returns the value calculated by the NED. These packets

are periodically sent by the device in order to discover other devices in the network

(see Sect. 4.1.2 for more details on the Hello packet structure). Additionally, besides

Link Discover function, the UDNM framework integrates the monitoring function

in the same process. This function is responsible for monitoring, detecting and

reacting according to events or anomalies in the system. For example, the detection

time limit of the Hello messages can be configured at the bootstrapping process. The

fault-management process can advise other devices through recover/update

messages (see Sect. 4.1.4) for more details on the Recover/Update packet structure).

Fig. 7 Functionalities of the situation awareness and exchange of management information
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The NED (Rank) module stores the ranking of the known devices calculated by

the NED function to determine which is the best candidate neighbour to forward the

information.

The Repository module is local to each device and it is composed by the partial

view of the device. The information on each partial view entry is received from the

device within reach and can also be updated according to topology changes.

Therefore, the partial view is dynamic and its size varies according to the new received

information. In addition, if the information is outdated (i.e. the node did not receive

any contact in a specific amount of time), it assumes that there are no nodes in range.

The HelloReceivedLocal module records the devices identifiers from which Hello

packets, which are defined in Sect. 4.1.2, have already been received, in order to

reply to them with the appropriate information of the device. The AuxFunctions

module is defined as a set of helper methods to ease information acquisition tasks.

For instance, the methods to obtain the MAC address from the name of the interface,

the percentage of free CPU and Memory RAM, a list of all network interfaces of a

specific device, a list of IPv4 and IPv6 addresses of an interface, etc. The Device

module comprises the data structure of the devices, including the unique identifier,

network status, devices resources and the rank calculated by the NED. The MmMsg

module contains the definition of the message structures that are exchanged in the

UDNM framework.

When a control packet for discovery and information exchange is received, the

Proxy module will process it and send a response message back to the device that

originated the request. In the case of depth larger than 1, the Proxy module is

responsible to check if the message is at the last hop and, if so, it responds with the

device information that rolls back to the originated device. The Logging and

Reporting module will return local devices and network feedbacks in case of

failures or anomalies e.g., invalid socket, full buffers, out of memory access,

interfaces down, crashes on link/device and empty repositories. Modules as

Throughput and RTT collect information about the status of packets and the links in

the network, which will be then exchanged between the devices, helping to build the

NED (Rank). InetAddrv4 and InetAddrv6 modules are responsible to convert

automatically all signalling processes, which guarantee the consistence between

both technologies (IPv4 and IPv6).

4.1.2 Packet Structures

This section presents the structures of the exchanged packets.

The Hello packet, presented in Fig. 8a, is sent by each device in order to receive

the contact of the other devices in the network.

In addition, the time interval to send a Hello packet is adaptive and is given by:

Hi ¼
ðLmod ðU � Pi;dÞÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Pi;d

p
� L

ð3Þ

where L and U represent the lower and upper time limit previously adjusted as

reference (e.g. [10–20]), and Pi;d represents the total number of devices at hop
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distance (d) in the partial view of a device i. Moreover, (Hi) is the time interval

which can increase or decrease according to the total number of discovered devices

in the network without crossing the limits L and U.

4.1.3 DeviceInfo Packet Structure

The DeviceInfo packet is shown in Fig. 8b and it contains the information for the

NED decision, which is sent by each device after being contacted, i.e. upon

receiving a Hello. In this packet the local resources information of the device is sent,

as well as the controlled list of NED decisions, which synchronize the unexplored

paths with the Hello Packet Info field. The Devices contain the number of known

neighbours (more details in [2]). The Interface field contains the interface, the

device ID and IP from where the message was sent. The % RAM contains the

amount of memory RAM and free % CPU available as well as the value of RTT

(more details in [2]). Bandwidth field contains information about the link capacity of

the devices (more details in [2]). Interfaces indicates the number of local interfaces

of the device. The Hops indicates from how many hops the original request came.

The Type refers to the message subtype of a received DeviceInfo (1: initial

exchange of messages by the directly connected devices; 2: reserved for exchange

of information with depth larger than 1 hop; 3: updated the directed connected

devices with the information gathered after finishing the process of exchange of

information with depth larger than 1 hop). This ensures that the entire signalling

Fig. 8 Packets structure: hello packets, device information and recover/update
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process is performed through Hello and DeviceInfo messages, which are handled

and forwarded internally by the Proxy module between the direct connected

devices, or relay devices chosen when the depth is larger than 1 hop. Finally, the

Packet Info is similar to the Hello messages, i.e. it contains the information of the

devices through which the message will be forwarded back (e.g. backtracking) in

case of depth larger than 1 hop.

4.1.4 Recover/Update Packet Structure

The Recover/Update packet is shown in Fig. 8c and it contains the information to

recover or update the devices when failures are detected. The Node ID contains the

ID of the device that originates the failure. The Type refers to the message subtype

of a received Recover/Update (1: propagate error recover; 2: update local

repository; 3 device is operational again). Depth is the depth in hops to propagate

the Recover/Update messages between devices. The Packet Info contains the

information of the devices through which the recover/update message will be

forwarded in the case of depth larger than 1 hop.

4.2 Autonomic Decision System

The autonomic decision system (component (B) from UDNM framework) is

depicted in Fig. 6, which contains the integration of the decision system and the

network manager.

The decision system implements the algorithms that take all decisions. In order

for a node to communicate with another node, a local connection must be

established by the network manager. The network manager is responsible for the

encapsulation of the communication packets exchanged between pairs of nodes,

which makes the stream of packets to follow the path designated by the decision

system. The encapsulation protocol works between the OSI Layers 2 and 3, acting

like a 2.5 Layer protocol. To function properly without affecting other protocols, the

encapsulation protocol uses its own Ethernet Type.

The cooperation between agents is performed in the delegation process. Due to

the existent limitations regarding the amount of topological information kept by

each node, each node delegates the exploration process to the neighbour nodes

located in the peripheral of the neighbourhood. Nodes effectively establish a

cooperation chain by continuing the exploration process, sent by the network node.

When the exploration terminates, an answer is sent back along the cooperation

chain, up to the starting node.

Figure 9 shows the encapsulation header used to encapsulate data exchanged

between network nodes. To identify the receiver node and the sender node, the

header contains the UUID of the nodes. The header also contains the identification

of the source client within the local network controlled by the source node, and the

identification of the destination client in the destination node.

The Path ID is used to identify the path in the network, through where the packet

should travel. This Path ID is determined by the decision system when a path

exploration occurs, being calculated using the hashing algorithm SHA-3 [47, 48].
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At the end of the packet, there is a byte list which is the Switch ID List. These

bytes are used for fast packet switching from one network interface to another. This

is used to simplify the Internet table lookup overhead, and to reduce the amount of

information required to route a packet through a specific network path from the

local node to a gateway node. When arriving to a gateway node, it will look at the

Path ID, push a new Switch ID list and modify the Path ID value, so that the next

gateway node can know where to route the packet. If the destination node is within

the known neighbourhood, the PathID will be 0. The remaining fields are for

network management only, and are not related to the decision system.

4.2.1 Encapsulation Protocol Overhead

Each packet transmitted between network peers will have an Encapsulation header,

which has a deterministic size. The minimum header size is 76 bytes without any

switch ID list. The header size will increase 1 byte for each switch ID added to the

list. This means, the longer is the local switching path used by the network peer to

reach the destination peer or a gateway peer, the bigger will the header be.

4.2.2 Exploration Message

The exploration message is a data structure exchanged between nodes during the

path exploration process. It represents a path exploration containing information

regarding the path bandwidth requirements, exploration status, path length, the

explored PathID and the path accumulated experience. It also identifies who is the

Source Node that requested the exploration, and who is the Destination Node to

whom the path under exploration should reach.

The message is exchanged between nodes using a TCP/IP connection, in order to

guarantee its delivery and integrity. There is only one message in circulation per

path exploration. For reasons of simplicity, the exchanged messages were encoded

in a format provided by the Python 3 Language.

Fig. 9 Encapsulation packet header
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4.3 Situation Awareness and Autonomic Decision System Integration

The components of situation awareness, management exchange and autonomic

decision system were integrated through intra-process communication via sockets

communication (see Fig. 10).

The messages (InformADSAddAgent and InformADSLinkEvent) contain inputs

regarding to MAC address of source/destination devices, interfaces, discovered IP

addresses from directly connect devices and larger than 1-hop, link bandwidth

available and depth of the gathered information.

In case of failures (e.g. links, interfaces and event applications), they are detected

through fault_management() process with the InformADSErrorEvent messages

providing the status of the local devices links and interfaces (e.g, up or down).

5 Multi-network and Multi-technologies Testbed and Experimentation
Results

5.1 Testbed

The deployed testbed demonstrates the interactions of the UDNM framework in a

scenario considering wired and wireless networks, and networks with different sizes

and topologies (fixed, infra-structured and ad-hoc). The involved equipment

includes: 5 single-board computers Cambria GW2358-4 running OpenWrt Bleeding

Edge (r35830); virtual wired grid running OpenWrt Bleeding Edge (r28129, Guest

Xen paravirtualized) as 25 virtual machines on a HP Proliant server (CentOS-5

kernel Xen). Access devices are: 1 EEPC netbook, 1 laptop, 1 Cambria and 1

desktop computer.

For long range technology, 1 WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Alvarion Extreme 5000

(Base Station) and 1 Customer-Premises Equipment (CPE) were used. Note that, the

WIMAX BS and CPE do not perform instances of the UDNM framework.

As depicted in the Fig. 11, in the scope of this work three scenarios are

considered; (1) Typical operator Network which is represented by the 5 9 5 Grid;

Fig. 10 UDP messages passing through client/server integration model
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(2) Mesh in a city which is represented by the wireless gateway nodes; (3) Mesh

hotspots with ad-hoc mobile users represented by the mobile wireless nodes.

The web-interface has modules for interaction within the discovery process and

autonomic decisions in order to manage information and path decisions gathered

from the network devices. This interaction (see Fig. 12) between the web-interface

and UDNM framework is made by Intra Process Communication LIBrary (IPCLIB).

The IPCLIB is a middleware which mediates the exchange of management

information, making use of local sockets for communication primitives, showing the

management information gathered and autonomic decision events of the UDNM

framework on the web-interface. Additionally, HTML and PERL scripts are

responsible to organize all the gathered information for users perception.

Figure 13 depicts an example of the management information gathered from

directly connected nodes and also from other nodes with depth larger that 1-hop,

which represents: nodes identifiers, IP addresses and ports, Round-Trip-Time

(RTT), name/number of devices interfaces, % of CPU and Memory available and

Fig. 11 Overview of the multi-network technologies testbed

Fig. 12 UDNM framework,
IPCLIB and Web-based
interactions on top of OpenWrt
systems
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capacity of the link. Note that, the basis of UDNM framework is running on top of

OpenWrt systems, which is a lightweight Operation System, meeting all software

and hardware requirements for devices with low processing power and storage.

Figure 14 shows an example of the web-based decision process interface. With the

decision interface, it is possible to add, remove and refresh bandwidth paths, also

with the ability to select and view the path reservation for any device in the testbed.

The table seen in the Fig. 14 contains all reservations known by the node selected,

the source node (e.g. Node A) and the destination node (e.g. Node B) identifications,

the total bandwidth of this link, available bandwidth for future reservations and used

communication path.

In the virtual grid topology, the devices are connected through standard IEEE

802.3 network LAN on different sub-nets, according to the device connected

interface (e.g., eth0 172.16.0.1, eth1 172.16.1.1). The grid topology is created

through a Python script which automatically generates the virtual bridges and link

connections between the virtual machines. The bridging between the virtual border

machines (e.g. V5, V10, V15 and V20) to the wireless Cambrias (e.g., C1, C2, C3

and C4) is performed by VLAN connections as well. With respect to the Ad-Hoc

wireless gateways through standard IEEE 802.11, the wireless Cambrias (e.g., C1,

C2, C3 and C4) are used to extend the virtual grid topology in order to share the

wireless connections, also to the mobile Ad-Hoc network devices (e.g. M1, M2 and

M3), integrating all different topologies and technologies involved. Additionally,

Fig. 13 Web-based discovery interface
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MAC filters are used to filter the communications devices, in order to provide

properly Ad-Hoc connections (e.g., C1 may have to communicate through C2, to

reach the device C3).

The server, the virtual grid topology, the wireless Cambrias C1, C2, C3, C4 and

the access devices M1, M2 and M3 are situated in the City-A (Aveiro, Portugal),

and the WiMAX BS and CPE and the access Computer-1 are located in the City-B

(Covilhã, Portugal). Note that the WiMAX link is used to extend the tunnel between

cambria C4 and Computer-1.

In order to unify the network access between both cities, tunnelling and virtual

private network techniques over a dedicated high speed Intranet network were used.

Each city is � 250 km far from each other. The WIMAX IEEE 802.11e network

Fig. 14 Web-based decision interface
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from City-B is assured by a WiMAX point-to-multipoint IEEE 802.16e Base Station

(BS) operating at 5.4 GHz, guaranteeing the connectivity between the Computer-1

from City-B and Cambria C4 located in the City-A. The installed BS is an Alvarion

Extreme 5000 one, which operates at 4900–5350/5470–5950 MHz licensed free

frequency bands on TDD mode. The operating channel bandwidth is 10 MHz and

the antenna configuration is 2� 2 MIMO single sector. The UDNM framework uses

this testbed to unify and perform management functionalities for discovery and

exchange of management information process beyond the limit of local area

networks.

5.2 Experimentation Results

We present the results of several experiments that evaluate the signalling cost,

overhead of link occupancy, time to recover/update network device and link errors,

CPU overhead and average time/number devices discovered as well as the accurate

path decisions and time, according to the acquired knowledge of the network.

5.2.1 Wired Versus Wireless Networks

The purpose of this evaluation is to measure the signalling cost and overhead link

occupancy separately in the virtual wired grid and the wireless devices in

comparison to the baselines analysed. We compare the discovery and the exchange

of management information of the UDNM framework with well-known discovery

baselines, using OpenWrt open-source versions of OSPF [35] version 2, CDP [38]

version 2 for wired grid, OLSR [39] version 4 and BATMAN [41] daemon r1439-1

version for wireless. The results are obtained with the objective of measuring the

exchange of management information only between directly connected devices. We

consider as management information the number of nodes, ID/MAC, IP, RTT,

number of interfaces, CPU and memory available, bandwidth capacity and number

of hops. The clocks of all devices in the testbed are synchronized through the

Precision Time Protocol daemon (PTPd) [49], in order to minimize the offset that

occurs among clocks. The values presented in the graphs below are an average of 5

repetitions and 95% of confidence interval.

In the wired grid, OSPF is configured in each interface to be in the same area of

its directly connected neighbours. CDP is set up with the information of each virtual

machine, and since it can only be used to share information about directly connected

equipments, no further configurations are required. The interval between periodic

packets (e.g. Hello) for both CDP and OSPF protocols are configured to be 10sec,

except for the wireless scenario where it keeps the default values of the protocols

(ORIGINATOR interval = 1 second for BATMAN and HELLO interval = 2 seconds

for OLSR), following the standard [39, 41] specifications. In the UDNM framework

this interval is dynamically adapted with a mean value around 10s for the wired grid

and 5s for the wireless scenario. The links capacity of the wired grid is considered to

be 10/100 Mb/s, and approximately 54 Mb/s in the wireless scenario, according to

the technology standard capacity (e.g. IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.11).
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Figure 15 shows the CDF of the signaling cost in terms of the number of packets

exchanged for discovery and exchange of management information process. The

signaling cost is measured on top of the wired grid topology according to the

Fig. 11. Note that the number of packets sent depends largely on the solutions and

the number of nodes in the scenario. CDP and OSPF are configured with static

refresh controls settled at bootstrapping process, although UDMN implements a

dynamic refresh interval, which works according to the number of surrounding

neighbors (see Eq. 3).

Table 1 presents the link occupancy for different grids and protocols analyzed.

Note that CDP has a link occupancy of 1.54 Mbit/s, taking in consideration the link

capacity of 1Mbit/s and the observation time of 300 s. An important observation is

that the discovery and exchange of the management information process of the CDP

protocol saturated the link capacity in more than 0.5 Mbit/s for all grids sizes. This

link saturation explains the accentuated packets oscillation for the CDP protocol as

presented in the Figs. 15 and 16. Therefore, OSPF has a link occupancy around 0.27

Mbit/s, while UDNM has the lower link occupancy of 0.02 Mbit/s. This reinforces

that UDNM is a lightweight solution for exchanging management information at

low overhead cost when compared to the baseline protocols analyzed. Therefore,

this does not necessarily mean that UDNM framework has less information than

OSPF and CDP, but instead that no redundant data is used, i.e., only the strictly

required one is forwarded between devices.
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Fig. 15 Signalling cost (number of packets) in function of nodes increase on top of the wired grid

Table 1 Protocols link occupancy

Grid size CDP (MB)

avg.

overhead

OSP (MB)

avg.

overhead

UDNM

(MB)

avg.

overhead

Link occupancy (link capacity 1 Mbit/s)

Grid 4 9 4 57.8 10.2 0.80 CDP & 1.54, OSPF & 0.27, UDNM & 0.021

Grid 6 9 6 60.3 10.2 0.88 CDP & 1.608, OSPF & 0.27, UDNM & 0.023

Grid 8 9 8 59.8 10.3 0.90 CDP & 1.59, OSPF & 0.27, UDNM & 0.024

Grid 9 9 9 59.0 9.7 0.89 CDP & 1.57, OSPF & 0.258, UDNM & 0.023
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Figure 16 depicts the signaling cost in Kbytes, where the UDNM framework has

a reduced cost when compared to CDP and OSPF protocols. CDP sends

announcements and the directed connected devices receive and store them in a

local table that will be shared to the other CDP devices. The frame size of the

messages exchanged in the network increases, impacting in the high signaling cost

for all devices where CDP messages are sent. Note that, UDNM signaling cost is

smaller when transmitting the same amount of information than the CDP and OSPF.

Additionally, the impact of the overhead in a typical operator link is also

measured and it is shown in Table 2. Assuming a link capacity of 1 Gbit/s, the

percentage of the control overhead is very low for all protocols. As it can be noticed,

the impact of the CDP protocol grows proportionally with the network size, and the

OSPF protocol has a similar behaviour to CDP but with smaller impact. UDNM

demonstrates to have much lower rate of occupancy than CDP and OSPF.

Fig. 16 Signaling cost (KBytes) in function of nodes increase on top of the wired grid

Table 2 Average occupancy of

each protocol on a 1 Gbit/s link,

for different network sizes on

wired virtual grid topology

Protocol Network size Average occupancy (1Gbit/s link)

CDP 4 9 4 0.827 ± 0.0016%

OSPF 4 9 4 0.146 ± 0.0050%

UDNM 4 9 4 0.011 ± 0.0012%

CDP 6 9 6 2.013 ± 0.0072%

OSPF 6 9 6 0.347 ± 0.0304%

UDNM 6 9 6 0.029 ± 0.0017%

CDP 8 9 8 3.597 ± 0.0065%

OSPF 8 9 8 0.623 ± 0.0011%

UDNM 8 9 8 0.054 ± 0.0078%

CDP 9 9 9 4.505 ± 0.0145%

OSPF 9 9 9 0.747 ± 0.0420%

UDNM 9 9 9 0.068 ± 0.0016%
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Figure 17 shows the average signalling cost in bytes/number of packets

exchanged in the discovery and information management exchanged/updated for

each wireless nodes and access network devices.

As observed, UDNM has lower signalling cost and requires less bandwidth to

control the management information when compared to BATMAN and OLSR

protocols. BATMAN sends excessive Originator Messages (OMG), advertising the

existence of devices. OLSR sends several topology control (TC) messages to

discover and disseminate link state information. Both have a significant higher cost

than UDNM in the network.

Figure 18 shows the average time to discover the wireless devices. UDNM

requires a lower time (� 40 ms) to discovery the wireless devices in the testbed

scenario (total of 7 wireless devices according to the Fig. 11). OLSR spends more

time to choose the Multi-Point-Relays (MPRs) nodes, which are the nodes that

propagate the discovery messages in the network. In the case of BATMAN, it sends

constantly discovery messages with 1 second interval, regardless if the network

increases or decreases. In case of UDNM discovery, the initial exchange of

discovery messages are configured in the bootstrapping process, and it is initially

lower (0.5 seconds) than the adaptive HELLO limit L presented in Eq. 3. After

exchanging a few discovery messages, the adaptive HELLO interval functionality is

normalized and it sends HELLO messages without crossing the limits L ¼ 1 second

and U ¼ 5 seconds. Thus, UDNM has clear advantages in terms of average time and

number of discovered wireless nodes when compared to the baselines analysed.

Fig. 17 Average signalling cost (bytes/number of packets) for each wireless device

Fig. 18 Average time to discover the wireless devices
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5.2.2 Wired and Wireless Networks

This section shows how UDNM behaves with multiple networks, wired and

wireless. The performance of the UDNM is measured in terms of time for link error

detection, recovery, propagation and update of the management information,

average CPU overhead and time/number of discovered devices on the worst case

scenario (with high background traffic load). To introduce background traffic,

IPERF [50] is used in each device interface, injecting different levels of background

traffic (e.g. low = 10%, medium = 50% and High = 80% of the bandwidth capacity

of the link). The CPU consumption is measured through the HTOP command line

tool. Both traffic injection and CPU load have an observation time of 5 min. The

links capacity differs from wired and wireless scenarios, and the software IFTOP

[51] is used to measure the real bandwidth capacity on the warm-up stage of the

experiments, defining the correct traffic load levels. The wired grid size contains

(5� 5) 25 virtual devices (see Sect. 5). Notice that only UDNM is evaluated in this

section, since it is the only one that is able to work in this environment.

The CDF of the average time for recovery/update management information for

any device is shown in Fig. 19, assuming a link error originated from the wired

virtual node V1 at the extremity of the grid (see Fig. 11). At a first glance, for both

wired and wireless scenarios, UDNM spends less than 1 second to detect, propagate,

recover and update the management information for all 32 nodes in the scenario.

Therefore, immediately after nodes V2 and V6 detect a failure, they will propagate

messages for the closest nodes (which represents 25% of the cases), by spending a

maximum of 150 ms to recover/update around 3 hops distance. The other 75% of

the cases are due to the increasing hop distance for message propagation where the

propagation time will increase proportionally until it reaches the maximum number

of hops (we settled the depth to 10 hops). In fact, it depends on where the failure is

detected (V1 is chosen because it is an edge node). Therefore, the recovery

messages propagation depth is configured at bootstrapping process and depends on

the network size. Note that the virtual grid scenario shares the same physical

Fig. 19 Link recover/update time as a function of traffic load
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resources for each virtual machine. For instance, if this test is replicated using only

dedicated devices, it will surely take less time for messages propagation; this fact is

proven in Fig. 18, which shows an average time of approximately 40 ms to discover

all dedicated wireless nodes.

The impact of the CPU overhead is depicted in Fig. 20. Without UDNM and

background traffic processes running, the reference of CPU load is approximately

0.061%. Only with background traffic running, the consumption is nearly 1, 2 and

3% for low traffic load, medium and high. With both UDNM and background traffic

processes running, the CPU overhead increases to 3, 5 and 6%. Thus, UDNM shows

to consume low CPU for executing the functionalities for discovery and exchange of

management information.

The UDNM average time/number of discovered devices from different depths on

top of the worst case scenario is quantified in Fig. 21. For depth equals to 2 hops, the

UDNM spends 210 (ms) to discover approximately 8 devices, whereas for depths

equal to 10 hops, UDNM spends 500 (ms) to discover approximately 30 devices.

The factor that most influences the discovery time is explained according to the

cooperation between devices to depths reuse functionality. For example, the devices

do not search over the whole network until reaching the maximum depth, and just

some of them update the management information gathered from the others, without

making any further demands. This contributes to an efficient discovery process,

Fig. 20 Average CPU overhead as a function of traffic load

Fig. 21 Average time to discover and number of discovered devices with background traffic
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according to the acquired knowledge of the network. Moreover, in order to maintain

the information always updated, the partial views of each node consider the most

recent information exchanged as well.

5.2.3 Path Decisions Analysis

To evaluate the autonomic decision component of the UDNM framework, the

network equipments topology was used (see Figure 11). The metrics evaluated are

the amount of data transferred between each peer and the time required to find the

optimal path (the optimal path is always found). For each of the evaluation, 10 path

requests were sent to the autonomic decision system, requesting a path to be

established to nodes outside of the local agent known neighbourhood at different

hop distances. For each assessed depth, the known neighbourhood depth value is

modified from 1 Hop, which is the minimum known depth, up to 7 hops, which is

the maximum known depth.

To choose a combination of values for the learning rate and discount factor, a

series of tests were conducted to find the values that could work better for the

autonomic system. These tests consist in simulating the decision system algorithm,

in grid-shaped networks with different dimensions (NxN), also varying the known

neighbourhood depth. Two different values were used for the Learning Rate and

Discount Factor, creating four different configurations. Dimensions from 4 to 10

were tested, with neighbourhood depths from 1 to 8. The results are shown in

Fig. 22, where the horizontal blue line in each graphic demarks the shortest path

between the chosen source node and target node. The near the blue line the result is,

the better. The decision of using the combination (LR: 0,9; DF:0,1) was taken based

on the fact that it was the combination with the most near-to-the-best results.

Figure 23 presents the results for the average amount of exchanged data between

agents, for path requests at different hop distances, with different known depth

levels (Hops).

The Fig. 24 presents the results of the time required to find the optimal path with

the required bandwidth, for path requests at different hop distances, with different

known depth levels (Hops).

Through the observation of the results, it is possible to see a linear increase of

both transmitted data and time values when the distance between peers increases.

This is as expected since the decision process is being delegated from one agent to

the next one, and the amount of total information to be transmitted increases with

the increase of the knowledge depth.

However, it is important to notice what happens when the known topology depth

is increased. Each time an agent increases the known depth by one hop, this means

that the hop distance of the delegation process is increased. Therefore, instead of

delegating hop by hop, the agents delegate at a multi-hop distance, which turns in

similar results for distances in between the gateway agents. For example, when

observing the results for the exchanged data, we can observe very similar results for

path search using 2 hop depth (star symbol) for the known topology, for the

distances (3,4), (5,6) and (7,8), since the distances 3, 5 and 7 are in between the

gateways. The same can be observed when using 3 hop depth (triangle symbol) for
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Fig. 22 Four different learning rate and discount factor combos for different network dimensions
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distances 4, 5 and 6. The same pattern can be observed in the results for the time

analysis of a path search with the same configurations.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed a Unified Distributed Network Management (UDNM)

framework and its respective deployment on top of multi-network technologies

platform. The UDNM framework brings benefits to the distributed management

process and decisions, due to the possibility to control the amount of information to

be exchanged in the network, by enabling cooperation between multi-network

topologies, devices and technologies. The path exploration, learning and

Fig. 23 Exchanged data for path search

Fig. 24 Path search time
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maintenance workload are distributed through the nodes involved in the autonomic

decision process, exchanging control messages only when needed, and using only

partial information regarding the network state.

The performance analysis shows that UDNM framework has real conditions to

unify distributed management and autonomic decisions functionalities, proving to

be an easy-respond framework in terms of time to detect/recover and update faults,

CPU overhead and average time/number of devices discovered, according to the

acquired knowledge of the network. The distributed decisions are similar to the ones

of the central traditional approach, while keeping the state information in the

neighbourhood and without requiring a central element for the overall management

and control.

Future work will research the autonomic approach with incomplete information

in Software Defined Network (SDN) environments. Wireless Backhauls possess a

natural challenge regarding the wireless links management. Weather conditions

vary with little possibility to predicting its behaviour, affecting the backhaul normal

operation and thus, creating scenarios where the information possessed by the

network controller will not be accurate. SDN based wireless networks need to

address such issue in order to maintain a proper operation [52].
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